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versions, particularly SR (the best representative of the original), go
so closely together that it is difficult to believe that a Prakrit version
intervened between one of them and the common original. — But why
should the statement have been made, if it is not true ? We can only
conjecture. In the first place, there was the best literary precedent
(the Brhatkatha notably) for Prakrit story-texts serving as originals
for Sanskrit works, and this may have seemed to the Jain writer to
add a touch of distinction to his work. The Mahara§tri dialect was
furthermore very widely in use among the Jains; the Jaina-Mahara-
stri was their ordinary medium of literary expression. The Jainistic
redactor thruout the work shows the greatest anxiety to make it ap-
pear that the book is thoroly Jainistic, and tries to conceal all traces
of its brahmanistic origin (see pp. xlv ff.). Aside from the possibility
that these stanzas are a later addition to the work (note that they do
not form part of the real text, being added, in the mss. in which they
occur at all, after the final colophon), and that the tradition they record
may therefore be incorrect; is it not at least a possibility that they may
be deliberately untrue, an invention due to the author's desire to make
it appear that he had drawn his materials from the great stock of Jain
literary tradition — at the same time perhaps somewhat influenst by
the recollection of Sanskrit compositions such as the Kathasaritsagara
and other versions of the Prakrit Byhatkatha ? — The matter must
for the time remain unclear; but the difficulties in the direction I
suggest seem to me certainly less than those in the other direction.
Thru his failure to appreciate the true character of some of his mss.,
Weber was misled into attaching far too much importance to these
stanzas found at the end of some JR mss. When on page 189 he states
that these stanzas occur in mss. of four different versions, and argues
from this that the statements found in them probably apply to the
original work, he fails to see (1) that two of the mss. (S and C) which
he counts as independent versions are nothing but texts of JR at this
point (see my account of these mss. in the Text-volume, just before
the Critical Apparatus), and (2) that the ms. U, the third of his
** four versions/' is a ms. of VarR, which is nothing but a variant of
JR to begin with. The true VarR text, furthermore (judging from iny
own, limited, acquaintance with its mss.), does not appear to have
retained these stanzas; probably they are an individual addition in
the single ms. TJ, borrowed from a text of JR. At any rate, the most
that can be claimed for them is that they belong to JR and are retained
in some mss. which are directly dependent on JR (including possibly

